WE SALUTE THIS MONTH'S FINALISTS
FOR THE 2021 'OPERATIONS ALL-STARS'
AWARDS

SCOTT GREEN

Plant Manager
Swift
Communications
Nominated by Chris
Johnston, director of print
manufacturing:
"Scott's a hands-on leader
who enjoys mentoring and
training his team.
Scott and his team produce
high-quality newspapers
and magazines daily in
a bustling production
facility. They've managed
to get every job out on time
through the pandemic, often
while being short-staffed.
He's completed numerous
jobs around the production
facility over the past year
that would normally be
outsourced.
Scott also developed a
Management Information
System (MIS) for use in
our print facilities saving
thousands of dollars."

RIGO VARGAS

Press Supervisor
San Marcos (Texas)
Daily Record
Nominated by Lance
Winter, publisher:
"Rigo exhibits
extraordinary leadership
and dedication. Rigo
keeps our press running
as though it was brand
new. During a recent
ice storm, where others
couldn't make it to work,
he came in to be sure our
paper was printed and
ready for delivery. He's a
friend to everyone in the
office, works hard and
is truly a candidate to
receive this recognition."

DOUG CROW
VP Operations
Rome (Ga.)
News-Tribune

Nominated by J.K. Murphy,
VP content:

JULIE HERRON

Prepress Manager
Las Vegas
Review-Journal
Nominated by Janet Owen,
VP operations:

"Doug Crow is the consummate
professional when it comes
to production operations. He
oversaw the consolidation of
printing at the Rome NewsTribune, taking on printing
responsibilities for all TimesJournal, Inc. publications,
dailies, weeklies, and magazines.
Also, the Rome press prints
another half dozen client
newspapers. Doug also oversees
the technology end of production:
advertising, page flow, printing
and packaging, phone systems,
computer servers, etc.

"Julie is in charge of many
processes that multiple people once
managed. She has recently taken
command of the scheduling and
follow-through for all commercial
jobs, both large and small. She
coordinates and assigns deadlines
for both commercial and LVRJ
products. She is the "go-to" person
for the newsroom and advertising
to help with developing special
section deadlines and press/page
layouts. Rarely does anything fall
through the cracks. And, while
setting these jobs up, she is always
looking for ways to save paper.

Doug takes on issues, solves them,
works with all other departments,
and always keeps calm. The
amount of work he has been able
to take on and execute in the last
few years has been incredible. He
runs a tight ship.

Julie is not recognized enough for
her efforts and ability to never
lose sight of the big picture. She
is constantly working under
pressure from 5 a.m. until it
is done every night. She is well
respected by her entire staff as well
as people at all levels throughout
the organization.

While Doug is in Rome, he is in
charge of all Times-Journal, Inc.
operations."

EDITHA
DEL MORAL

Customer Service
Representative
Friesens Corporation
Nominated by Brandie
Herrell, sales representative:
"Editha is an amazing
Customer Service Rep (CSR),
and CSRs can make or
break a printing company's
workflow. Editha is from the
Philippines and migrated to
Canada to work for Friesens.
She also perfected her
English in this role. Did I
mention she is 60+ and had
never worked in the printing
industry before! She has
worked hard to become a
great CSR in her few years
with us. She has studied
hard to become an expert in
file issues, prepress, proofs,
paper types, lead times,
customer relations, and
more! Anyone who can learn
this job, a new language,
in a foreign country and is
over 60 definitely deserves
an award!"

We all rely very heavily on her for
her skills, her drive and her neverending energy."

Operations is the heart and soul of our industry. The pros working in operations not only understand
every department's mechanics (well beyond presses and equipment), but they also often contribute new
thinking and concepts to help realize more profits.
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Operations and
Ad Manager
Washington City
Paper
Nominated by Duc Luu,
publisher:
"Over the past year, Jane
has been our all-star. She
has been at City Paper
for two decades and has
done everything short of
writing or selling for us
(even though we know
she would be fantastic at
that too).
Over the past year, she
has learned new design
skills to overhaul our
media kit, received a
working knowledge
of Google Analytics,
coordinated all of the
advertising design
work, and kept track of
all the ad stats that we
need to hum. In short,
we wouldn't be here
without all the things
she's done for us. She is
a true "Operations AllStar" for our 40-year-old
publication."

SCOTT KATTNER

TIM CRAMER

Nominated by Greg Malcolm,
VP operations:

Nominated by Henry M. Lopez,
marketing director and digital
enterprise director:

Press Manager
Houston Chronicle

"Scott is a self-starter, plans and
organizes without assistance, knows
what must be done, makes effective use of
multitasking skills to achieve productive
results. Scott effectively organizes,
assembles and arranges personnel
resources to meet production deadlines –
even when faced with limited resources.
Scott's been constantly challenged to
identify creative solutions to overcome
staffing shortages and/or production
scheduling conflicts to achieve results.
Primary examples: COVID decimated
Scott's department during January
2021; up to 40 percent of his department
was out on leave. Scott successfully
managed through the 518 press
runs during the crisis. Then beyond
imagination, Texas was hit with a
winter cold front that would challenge
even Michigan's weather in February.
His team pulled together all hands-on
deck as Scott and his supervisors dug in,
setting up and running presses alongside
the rest of his team. The crews performed
very, very well, successfully overcoming
mother nature despite ERCOT's random
blackouts. Scott understands what must
be done, and nothing stands in his way!"

Production Director
Santa Fe New Mexican

"In the past year, our company
has undergone a massive
overhaul in its revenue modeldriven in great part to our
production team. Now, any
publication worth note within
several hundred miles is printed
at The New Mexican. The result
is better products for one-time
competitors, a more secure news
future for our town and new
opportunities for workers.
Tim is a tireless worker and has
put his energy into dramatically
increasing capacity in only
a few short months. That's
meant displaying a strategic
competence in system design,
capital acquisition and training.
His work has been rated highly
by our client publishers, and
he's developed a strong following
among his clients who know him
as a no-nonsense straightforward
professional.
For his supreme competence and
strategic efforts, I gladly nominate
Tim Cramer for this recognition."

Don't wait because we will be featuring three finalists or more in E&P Magazine every month leading up to
the winning "All-Stars" announcement during a special webinar on October 13.

Nominate your operations guru today at:
EditorandPublisher.com/allstars

Help us acknowledge these innovators by nominating a colleague today to share their ideas and
introducing them to the international news publishing industry!
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